
LEASING RIGHTS AGREEMENT


This document explains the agreements and information you need to review and understand 
before making any legal moves with your newly purchased leasing rights beat(s) from 
www.SonixBeats.com. 

Be sure to read this document in its entirety.


Agreement between the


Producer (further named as „producer“)

Sonix Beats

Marvin Okelola

Währinger Gürtel 55/21

A-1180 Vienna


and the


Buyer (further named as „artist“)


RIGHTS GRANTED


With a signature the producer grants the artist leasing rights to the beat(s). The leasing rights 
allow the artist to use the beat(s) for ONE commercial recording or broadcasting. This 
recording can then be distributed at the artists price for up to 5,000 copies and 1 Million 
streams. This license is non-assignable and any attempt to share or re-sell the beat(s) is strictly 
prohibited. The artist may also use the beat(s) for non-profit promotional use or demos. He/She 
has full rights to record, alter or mix the beat(s) in any shape, way or form. Upon purchasing 
leasing rights, the producer still owns the beat(s) and is able to resell the beat(s) to any other 
party until exclusive rights have been purchased. In the event that someone buys leasing/
exclusive rights for the same beat(s) the artist leased, the rights are going to stay and the beat(s) 
is/are still his/her to use.


PRODUCTION


The beat(s) will be downloaded directly from the producers website. The artist will receive the 
tagged (producer tag) .WAV audio file. 

For a -6db (no limiting) version please contact the producer (SonixOTOD@gmail.com or IG 
@sonixbeats). 

Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the producer offers the beat(s) as-is and makes no 
representations or warranties of any kind concerning the work including merchantability, fitness 
for a particular purpose, or infringements of rights. 


mailto:SonixOTOD@gmail.com


ROYALTIES


Royalties for the sale, distribution, broadcast and performance of any derivative of the beat shall 
be allocated as follows:

Sales: 

Single: 100% of single gross sales to the artist.

Album: In the case of selling the song on an album, it is mandatory for the artist to contact the 
producer to agree on further details before releasing.

Writing shares: 
50% - Artist

50% - Producer - Sonix Beats (Marvin Okelola), publisher AKM (Austria/Europe) #00761893405

Publishing: 
50% - Artist

50% - Producer - Sonix Beats (Marvin Okelola), publisher AKM (Austria/Europe) #00761893405


CREDIT


The artist must give full credit to the producer on all commercial recordings and broadcasts 
(“Produced by Sonix Beats“) as well as mention/state the producer as such when publishing the 
song.


The document is void if the funds are charged back from the issuing company or one of the two 
parties violates the rights of this document. 



